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The 13-Story Treehouse (2013) 
Andy Griffiths 

Andy and Terry live in a treehouse. But it's 
not just any old treehouse, it's the most 
amazing treehouse in the world! This 
treehouse has thirteen stories, a bowling 
alley, a see-through swimming pool, a secret 
underground laboratory, and a marshmallow 

machine that follows you around and automatically shoots 
marshmallows into your mouth whenever you are hungry. 
 
Lexile 560, Reading Level 3.8 

Funny Girl (2017) 
Betsy Bird 

Funny Girl is a collection of uproarious 
stories, rollicking comics, rib-tickling wit, and 
more, from 25 of today's funniest female 
writers for kids. What could be funnier than 
family? Read stories about Ursula Brown's 
grandmother driving her on a road trip to 

disaster, Lisa Brown's little brother getting a Tic-Tac stuck up 
his nose, and Carmen Agra Deedy's mom setting the bathtub 
on fire. 
 
Lexile 660, Reading Level 4.6 

The Terrible Two series (2015) 
Mac Barnett & Jory John 

 
When master prankster Miles Murphy 
moves to sleepy Yawnee Valley, he 
challenges the local mystery prankster in an 
epic battle of tricks. Soon the two join forces 
to pull off the biggest prank ever seen. 

 
Lexile 660, Reading Level 4.5 

Flora and Ulysses:  The 
Illuminated Adventure (2013) 

Kate DiCamillo 
Self-described cynic Flora Belle Buckman is 
not easily surprised, but finding a flying, 
poetry-writing, superhero squirrel and 
meeting "profoundly strange" William Spiver 
puts a whole new spin on her life. 

 
Lexile 520, Reading Level 4.3 

The Willoughbys series (2008) 
Lois Lowry 

 
Abandoned by their ill-humored parents to 
the care of an odious nanny, Tim, the twins, 
Barnaby A and Barnaby B, and their sister, 
Jane, attempt to fulfill their roles as good old 
fashioned children. 

 
Lexile 790, Reading Level 5.2 

Better Nate Than Ever series 
(2013) 

Tim Federle 
An eighth-grader who dreams of performing 
in a Broadway musical concocts a plan to run 
away to New York and audition for the role of 
Elliot in the musical version of E.T.  
 

Lexile 710, Reading Level 5.9 

The Fourteenth Goldfish (2014) 
Jennifer Holm 

Ellie's scientist grandfather has discovered a 
way to reverse aging and consequently has 
turned into a teenager, which makes for 
complicated relationships when her 
grandfather moves in with Ellie and her 
mother, Grandpa's daughter. 

 
Lexile 550, Reading Level 4.1 

Almost Super series (2014) 
Marion Jensen 

Two brothers in a family of superheroes are 
forced to reexamine everything they know 
about being super when the powers they 
receive are total duds and their enemy is 
revealed to be just like they are. 
 

Lexile 580, Reading Level 4.2 

Elvis and the Underdogs (2013) 
Jenny Lee 

All his life, ten-year-old Benji has been sickly 
and has long been targeted by the school 
bully, but after a seizure, Benji gets a therapy 
dog that is not only big enough to protect 
him, it can also talk. 
 

Lexile 760, Reading Level 4.7 

Blood Diaries (2014) 
Marissa Moss 

Middle school is tough enough for normal 
humans, but when you are a vampire, it is 
even more challenging. Edgar rises to the 
occasion with wit, humor, and some help 
from his friends. 
 

Lexile 740, Reading Level 4.7 
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